Introduction
============

Climate change poses a serious threat to the health, security, and prosperity of all people. Increasing public support for climate policies, and willingness to engage in individual climate action is crucial for directing broader, societal level change ([@B37]). The need to engage in sustainable adaptation and mitigation action is growing, and yet among the general public there is widespread apathy and unwillingness to act ([@B12], [@B11]). While the reasons for a lack of public engagement are wide-ranging and complex (see [@B10]; [@B38]; [@B19]; [@B17] for an overview), a burgeoning body of evidence (reviewed in [@B34]) indicates that a key variable is the perception of climate change as a distant phenomenon. "Psychological distance" is a theoretical construct that refers to the subjective perception of distance between the self and some object or event. Several studies have shown that public concern about climate change decreases as perceived psychological distance of climate change from the self increases ([@B63]; [@B26]; [@B31]; [@B47]; [@B57]; [@B40]).

Research on this topic has been guided by the construal level theory of psychological distance (CLT; [@B62]), according to which objects or events that are perceived as psychologically close tend to be construed in a "concrete" manner (yielding a specific representation of those objects or events), whereas objects or events that are perceived as psychologically distant tend to be construed in an "abstract" manner (yielding a broad representation of those objects or events). If people's perceptions of distance from climate change are governed by a construal level process, then the level at which people construe climate change should be an important determinant of their support for climate action. For example, a concrete construal level may lead climate change to be perceived as psychologically close, which may result in greater acceptance of the problem and willingness to address it; conversely, an abstract construal level may lead climate change to be perceived as psychologically distant, which may result in lower acceptance of the problem and willingness to tackle it.

Understanding the possible link between perceived psychological distance, construal level, and support for climate action is therefore important, since it may provide insights into ways in which climate change communicators can reduce the perceived distance of climate change by manipulating construal level. However, as noted by [@B34] in their review of this field, although much research effort has been expended on understanding the link between the perceived psychological distance of climate change and support for climate action, results have been inconsistent. In three studies, we address this issue by systematically exploring the links between psychological distance, construal level, and support for climate action.

The Construal Level Theory of Psychological Distance
----------------------------------------------------

Psychological distance can be defined as a subjective perception of distance between the self and some object, event, or person. Psychological distance varies as individuals transcend immediate and direct experience, to imagine hypothetical situations, understand socially distant people, care about events in faraway places, and plan for and remember distant times.

The concept of "perceived distance" as a predictor of behavior emerged in the work of [@B28]. Lewin's work on field theory introduced the idea that human behavior may be understood according to distances and forces perceived between the self and other entities. The entities that can affect our behavior include the people that we know, events that occur, values we hold, future goals, past memories, and so on.

More recently, CLT theorists introduced four dimensions of psychological distance that may impact on the self: temporal distance, spatial distance, social distance, and hypothetical distance ([@B62]). Together, these dimensions describe the "perception of when \[an event\] occurs, where it occurs, to whom it occurs and whether it occurs" ([@B62], p. 442).

According to CLT, greater psychological distance is accompanied by a subsequent increase in mental abstraction. The act of moving beyond immediate experience--such as thinking about the future, considering distant locations or people--occurs through this process of mental abstraction ([@B55]). Any moment that is not part of the immediate experience is at once more distant, and considered in more general terms. The notion of "level of construal"--which refers to whether an object or event is represented abstractly or concretely--originates in categorization theories ([@B50]), where items may be categorized into high-level groups, that focus on abstract, superordinate and central features, such as "chairs," or to low-level groups, that focus on concrete, specific and peripheral features, such as "wheelchairs" ([@B62]).

Psychological distance and construal level share the important feature of varying with preferential attention to information. At any point, an individual's level of abstraction may change, depending on the pertinent goal. High-level construals, and abstraction, may be active over greater temporal distance because the meaning of an abstract construal is unlikely to change, whereas the relevance of a concrete construal may be temporary ([@B62]). For instance, when asked about health behaviors in the long-term, the salient construal may be "exercise regularly," but if framed in the short-term, the prevailing construal may be "go for a run before work." The central idea is that distant entities are construed abstractly, whereas those near are construed more concretely ([@B62]). Climate change, for instance, if perceived as distant, may predominantly be conceived of in the abstract. The implication is that an abstract and distant perception of climate change produces vague and uncertain conceptualizations of the issue, which may render it difficult to conceive of specific ways to address climate change ([@B57]).

Past research has found a strong relationship between psychological distance and construal level in the context of general perceptions and cognitions ([@B62]; [@B55]): construal level shapes judgments of probability ([@B60]), temporal and spatial location ([@B5]; [@B20]), and social information ([@B25]). In the next section, we review evidence on the link between construal level and psychological distance in the context of climate change.

Psychological Distance From Climate Change
------------------------------------------

[@B57] conducted the first study to systematically examine perceptions of psychological distance from climate change along all four dimensions proposed by CLT. In a survey of UK residents, [@B57] measured participants' reported psychological distance from climate change: whether it was perceived to be spatially, temporally, socially or hypothetically distant from the self. They tested whether pro-environmental engagement is best predicted by abstract, distant perceptions of climate change, or concrete, close perceptions of climate change. This rationale was motivated by contrasting research suggesting that both types of perceptions and associated construals may predict pro-environmental engagement. Abstractness fosters a goal-centered mind-set and facilitates decision-making and planning for more distant, abstract events ([@B29]), and enhances self-control ([@B62]). Therefore, a psychologically distant and abstract mind-set may to lead to actions that adhere to one's core beliefs ([@B29]). Conversely, research also suggests that setting specific and concrete goals promotes behavioral engagement ([@B32]; [@B45]). A concrete construal may promote a psychologically close view ([@B62]), one that fosters emotional and cognitive engagement with climate change ([@B65]). Hence, making climate change psychologically close and concrete may make the consequences more tangible.

[@B57] found that psychological closeness to climate change correlated with greater concern and greater preparedness to reduce energy consumption. However, greater distance along the social distance dimension (viz. the effect of climate change on developing nations) also predicted preparedness to act. This suggests that both psychological closeness and distance can promote pro-environmental action in different contexts.

Crucially, although [@B57] theorized about the relationship between psychological distance and construal level, the latter was not empirically measured. This omission makes interpretation of their findings difficult, because although we know that psychological distance is related to perceptions of climate change, we do not know if is also related to construal level. It is possible, for example, that people are motivated to act on climate change when they perceive it in specific, concrete terms, but it does not follow that they perceive it as psychologically close.

Similarly, while several additional studies have found that climate change is perceived as psychologically distant ([@B56]; [@B52]; [@B8]), none of these studies has measured psychological distance *and* construal level simultaneously. Although some studies have experimentally induced different levels of construal and shown that this can affect pro-environmental intentions and behaviors ([@B54]; [@B39]; [@B67]), crucially, they did not measure the resulting construal and perceived psychological distance from climate change.

The result is that there is no way to ascertain from these studies whether pro-environmental actions have been encouraged by a change in perceived distance from climate change, or a change in construal level. Furthermore, without measuring both the change in construal level and psychological distance, it is difficult to know why construal level and psychological distance manipulations sometimes do not produce a change in pro-environmental actions ([@B54]; [@B22]). These omissions are noteworthy, not only because understanding cognitions of climate change are intrinsically important, but because construal level has been one of the primary devices used to alter psychological distance ([@B55]).

It is possible that climate change is a context in which psychological distance does not always shift in accordance with construal level. If by varying psychological distance we also affect construal level, and vice versa, then making climate change psychologically close should simultaneously increase concrete construals; conversely, increasing abstract construals should simultaneously increase psychological distance. If a change in one necessarily affects the other, then changing abstract construals of climate change may produce contradictory results: for instance, abstract construal can elicit long-term thinking, and greater self-control ([@B18]), which may encourage pro-environmental action. On the other hand, abstract construal may also lead to a psychologically distant view which is related to lower concern about climate change. Importantly, if psychological distance and construal level are always matched, this produces a contradiction about how to encourage pro-environmental action. If they operate relatively independently, there is no such contradiction, and we may conceive of construal level and psychological distance as separate pathways to increase pro-environmental action.

A few studies that have examined psychological distance in contexts such as emotional intensity have found that psychological distance and construal level do not directly relate with one another ([@B65]; [@B69]). There is further evidence to suggest that construal level and psychological distance operate independently in the climate change context, and may constitute separate pathways to climate action. [@B14] argued that the relevance of local climate change effects does not necessarily negate the relevance of distant, global effects; it is possible to conceive of climate change affecting both local (close), and global (abstract) regions simultaneously, and to be concerned about both. Similarly, [@B45] argue that it is possible, and even beneficial, to focus on a combination of close and abstract conceptions of climate change. In sum, it is important, both theoretically and practically, to study the unique contributions of psychological distance and construal level to climate change engagement.

Current Study
-------------

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We report two studies that examined the extent to which climate action is predicted by measures of psychological distance and construal level (Study 1 and 2). To anticipate, the results of these studies revealed an inconsistent pattern: in Study 1, perceived psychological distance from climate change predicted lower support for individual-level pro-environmental behaviors, whereas construal level predicted support for community-level policy support. By contrast, in Study 2 psychological distance no longer predicted support for individual-level pro-environmental behaviors, but there was some evidence that construal level did. Next, we report an experiment (Study 3) that systematically manipulated construal level and perceived temporal distance from climate change in tandem. Contrary to CLT, construal level did not predict pro-environmental behavior, and counterintuitively, greater, rather than lesser, temporal distance to climate change was associated with greater levels of engagement in pro-environmental behavior.

Study 1
=======

In the context of climate change, the role of psychological distance has not been distinguished from that of construal level. Previous studies have often used construal level as a proxy for psychological distance, assuming an isomorphic relationship which may not hold in the domain of climate change. Accordingly, the primary objective of Study 1 is to examine the relationship between construal level and psychological distance, by measuring both constructs independently, in addition to their relationship with climate change engagement. Such work is necessary to disentangle the role of psychological distance and construal level, as cognitions of climate change, and as predictors of climate change engagement.

To meet this objective, Study 1 measured all four dimensions of psychological distance defined by CLT, in addition to construal level, thereby replicating and extending the work of [@B57]. We also incorporated two different measures of pro-climate behaviors: (1) a community-level pro-environmental measure, based on support for different carbon emission reduction policies, and (2) an individual-level pro-environmental measure, based on people's willingness to make sacrifices for pro-environmental choices.

Two hypotheses were tested. The first was that individuals reporting greater psychological closeness to climate change should be more engaged in pro-environmental and climate change-friendly activities. That is, individuals who report low scores on measures of psychological distance should report higher existing engagement in pro-environmental behaviors, and exhibit support for more effective and costly climate policies. The second hypothesis, derived from CLT, concerns the relationship between psychological distance and construal level. According to CLT, individuals who report greater psychological distance should also score more highly on abstract construal, however, research in the climate change context suggests that measures of psychological distance and construal level may not be closely associated.

Finally, an ancillary objective was to compare two self-report scales measuring psychological distance from climate change: an extended version of the scale used by [@B57], and a scale used by [@B35]. There is currently little consensus in the literature regarding how to measure psychological distance from climate change. Our goal was to establish the degree of correspondence between these two scales, and to determine which better predicts engagement with climate change. We also compared two scales measuring construal level, a commonly used measure called the Behavioral Identification Form (BIF), based on work by [@B64], and a more quantitative method proposed by [@B24], based on Pettigrew's Category Width measure (1958).

Methods
-------

### Participants

An *a priori* power analysis was conducted using G^∗^Power ([@B16]) to determine the minimum required sample size. Assuming an effect size of 0.29, based on previous work by [@B57] and [@B8], a sample size of 111 would yield a power level of 0.99, at α = 0.05. A total of 218 (114 female) Australian adults recruited by Qualtrics--a survey company specializing in representative Internet surveys--participated in the study. The mean age was 47.35 years (range 18--84), and the median gross annual income bracket was \$35,000--49,999 per year. Age, gender, and income groups approximated a representative distribution of Australia's population, although high income earners were somewhat over-represented ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Sampled distribution for Study 1 compared to Australian population.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                 Sample\   Population\   Annual income        Sample\   Population\
                 (%)       (%)^∗^                             (%)       (%)
  ----- -------- --------- ------------- -------------------- --------- -------------
  Sex   Male     52.5      49.3          \<\$15,000           12.9      17.16

        Female   47.5      50.7          \$15,000--\$24,999   12.9      13.49

                                         \$25,000--\$34,999   11.06     15.29

  Age   18--24   10        12.29         \$35,000--\$49,999   14.29     15.50

        25--54   55        53.38         \$50,000--\$74,999   18.43     16.05

        55--64   22        14.74         \$75,000--\$99,999   11.06     6.92

        65+      13        19.09         \>\$100 000          19.35     9.83
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

∗

Data has been corrected to exclude the population under 18 years. Population data were obtained from the

Australian Taxation Office (2013)

and

Australian Bureau of Statistics (2014)

.

### Materials and Procedure

The study was executed as a questionnaire using Qualtrics survey software--a web-based survey software tool for the creation of online survey instruments, distribution of surveys, data collection, storage and analysis.

#### Psychological distance 1 (PD1)

The study adapted and extended the questionnaire items used in [@B57] to measure psychological distance. The original measure contained 10 items in total: five measured hypothetical distance, one measured temporal distance, and spatial and social distance were each measured by two items. The questions used different response scales and labels. In the present study, we created 18 items measured on a common response scale ranging from 1 (*strongly disagree*) to 5 (*strongly agree*), with greater endorsement reflecting greater psychological distance. The four dimensions of psychological distance specified by [@B62] - namely temporal distance, spatial distance, social distance and hypothetical distance - were each measured by four items. Additionally, because one's perceived temporal and hypothetical distance may vary by location and subject, items were created to reflect temporal *and* spatial distance, and temporal *and* social distance (and the same for hypothetical distance). An example of a question is "Climate change will not change my life, or my family's lives anytime soon" (temporal and social distance).

#### Psychological distance 2 (PD2)

The second measure of psychological distance was taken from [@B35] and used a continuous sliding scale to measure psychological distance along each of the four distance dimensions. An example question is: "When will climate change impacts occur?" Social distance was measured using two separate items, one to measure intimacy (where "close" refers to friends and family), and one to measure similarity (where "close" refers to perceived similarity and dissimilarity from the self). Responses were recorded on a continuous sliding scale ranging from 0 (*right now*) to 100 (*in the very distant future*). Different labels were used for the questions referring to hypothetical, social, and spatial distance. The use of a second measure of psychological distance allows for comparison and assessment of inter-test reliability. The order of presentation of the PD1 and PD2 scales was counterbalanced across participants.

#### Behavioral identification form (BIF)

To verify the compatibility of psychological distance and construal level in the context of climate change, we used the behavioral identification form (BIF; [@B64]), an established measure of construal level ([@B55]). The BIF is a measure of cognitive processing, and assesses whether participants consider issues in an abstract, vague manner, or in a specific, concrete manner. The task involves a series of two-option forced-choice questions distinguishing whether participants construe actions concretely or abstractly. An example of an item would be whether the participant considers "Growing a garden" to be best described by "planting seeds" (concrete construal), or "getting fresh vegetables" (abstract construal).

#### Response category width (RCW)

Recently proposed measures of construal level are more direct, focusing on tracing the cognitive processes elicited by construal level. Theoretically, abstract perceptions should be broad and have a wide confidence interval, whereas concrete perceptions should be more specific and have a narrower confidence interval. [@B24] argue that "response category width" (RCW) is one way of measuring construal level of psychological distance--the more concretely an object is perceived, the narrower the range ought to be ([@B24]).

An RCW scale was constructed and adapted from Pettigrew's Category Width ([@B42]) items, which served as the second measure of construal level. There were two main subcategories of construal level for the RCW scale. Six questions addressed construals specifically related to climate change and the environment, and six questions were taken from the original Pettigrew RCW scale, to measure general tendencies toward abstract or concrete construal. An example item is: "According to a study of 100 households, the average shower taken consumes 62 liters of water. What do you think is the most/least amount of water consumed in a single shower?" Participants were presented with four numerical options each for what they perceived as the upper and lower limit. Responses were coded from 0 to 3, in order of proximity to the average value. Greater scores indicate a wider RCW, and more abstract construal. The order of presentation of the BIF and RCW was counterbalanced across participants.

#### Attitude and belief scales

Additional items were included to assess the criterion validity and ability of psychological distance and construal level measures to predict environmental behavior above and beyond known measures. The items related to political identification, views about climate change--including concern about climate change and perceived behavioral control ([@B27])--and climate change skepticism ([@B68]). Belief in anthropogenic climate change was measured using a categorical item asking participants to indicate the statement that best describes their thoughts about climate change: "I don't think climate change is happening" (deny); "I have no idea whether climate change is happening or not" (don't know); "I think that climate change is happening, but it's just a natural fluctuation in Earth's temperatures" (natural); and "I think that climate change is happening, and I think that humans are largely causing it" (anthropogenic) ([@B27]). In addition, the Myths of Physical Nature scale ([@B43]) was used to measure environmental worldviews. This contains two subscales that measure "ductile" and "elastic" environmental worldviews. The former describes the view that the environment is alterable by human actions, whereas the latter describes the opposite view, that the environment is capable of recovering from human actions. The scale demonstrates good predictive validity for pro-environmental intentions ([@B43]).

Two other measures were included to assess criterion validity. The first measure was time perspective, a distance-related variable that strongly predicts environmental behaviors ([@B36]; [@B1]). We used the 14-item Consideration of Future Consequences scale ([@B23]), which contains items such as "I only act to satisfy immediate concerns, figuring the future will take care of itself" measured on a response scale ranging from 1 (*very uncharacteristic of me*) to 7 (*very characteristic of me*). The second measure was place attachment, a variable that reflects a bond between person and specific spatial locations. As "global attachments"--a feeling of belonging to the entire world--predict environmental action ([@B14]; [@B15]), the place attachment scale ([@B15]) was included to test the role of local and global attachments, and their relationship with psychological distance and construal level. This scale measures reported sense of belonging to regions of varying distance from the individual, ranging from one's neighborhood to the entire world, on a response scale ranging from 1 (*no sense of belonging*) to 5 (*very strong sense of belonging*).

#### Dependent measures

To compare the effect of psychological distance on dependent variables of both high and low abstraction, we incorporated two measures, one pertaining to community-level pro-environmental action and the other to individual pro-environmental behaviors, under the assumption that the former may be construed more abstractly, and the latter more concretely. The community-level dependent measure was a set of five emission reduction policy choices, based on scenarios modeled by the [@B4]. The options increased in cost (\$0, \$700, \$900, \$1,000, and \$1,200 reduction to annual national income, per person, in 2020) and effectiveness (0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 25% reduction in emissions by 2020). Participants were asked to choose the emission reduction policy they would vote for in a hypothetical referendum. The individual-level dependent measure was adapted from [@B58], [@B33], and [@B27] and consisted of items assessing whether participants would make personal sacrifices for pro-environmental choices. Participants were asked to indicate the likelihood that they would sacrifice time, money, social relationships and effort for pro-environmental choices, products and actions. The response format ranged from 1 (*very unlikely*) to 5 (*very likely*).

Results
-------

One participant was removed for selecting the same option for all questions, so the final sample size for analysis was 217. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the descriptive statistics for key variables. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the responses to measures of psychological distance and construal level, sorted by belief in climate change. Whereas responses on the construal measures do not vary according to climate change belief type, psychological distance appears to decrease with increasing belief in anthropogenic climate change.

###### 

Descriptive statistics for Study 1.

  Type of measure          Variable                                Minimum (absolute)   Mean    Maximum (absolute)   *SD*    *α*
  ------------------------ --------------------------------------- -------------------- ------- -------------------- ------- ------
  Covariates               Skepticism                              1.00 (1)             2.37    5 (5)                0.96    0.86
                           Behavioral control                      1.50 (1)             2.99    4.17 (5)             0.43    0.83
                           Ductile worldview                       1.00 (1)             3.76    5.00 (5)             0.73    0.86
                           Elastic worldview                       1.00 (1)             2.27    4.28 (5)             0.76    0.85
                           Time perspective                        1.00 (1)             5.00    6.80 (7)             0.75    0.87
                           Place attachment                        1.00 (0)             3.52    5.00 (6)             0.97    0.87
  Psychological distance   PD1                                     1.00 (1)             2.43    4.28 (5)             0.83    0.93
                           PD2                                     0.00 (0)             42.10   100 (100)            18.13   0.76
  Construal level          BIF                                     0.00 (0)             0.59    1.00 (1)             0.23    0.85
                           RCW                                     0.11 (0)             1.52    3.00 (3)             0.50    0.79
                           Environmental (E)                       0.08 (0)             1.53    3.00 (3)             0.54    0.63
                           General (G)                             0.00 (0)             1.51    3.00 (3)             0.66    0.65
  Dependent measures       Individual pro-environmental behavior   1.00 (1)             3.50    5 (5)                0.49    0.69
                           Policy choice                           1.00 (1)             3.32    5 (5)                1.46    NA
                                                                                                                             
                           **Belief-type**                                                      **% of sample**              
                                                                                                                             
                           Deny                                                                 6%                           
  Belief in climate        Don't know                                                           4%                           
  change                   Natural causes                                                       32%                          
                           Anthropogenic                                                        58%                          

PD, psychological distance; BIF, Behavioral Identification Form; RCW, Response Category Width.

![Average responses on the construal level and psychological distance measures as a function of categorical belief in climate change. Panel (**A**) shows the results for Study 1, whereas panel (**B**) shows the results for Study 2. Note that scale scores have been standardized to a 0--1 metric. Error bars represent standard errors.](fpsyg-10-00230-g001){#F1}

### Perceived Psychological Distance From Climate Change

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the percentage of responses given on each of the psychological distance scales. [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows PD1, for which the *x*-axis corresponds to codes on the Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The distribution of responses was qualitatively similar across all four distance dimensions, with a peak at distance 2 (the "disagree" response option) and a subsequent monotonic decline with increasing distance. For all four distance dimensions, the percentage of responses at distance 1 (strongly disagree) and distance 3 (neither agree nor disagree) were comparable.

![Responses on the psychological distance measures. Left: the percentage of responses, according to response category, on the four psychological distance dimensions indexed by PD1. Greater agreement indicates greater psychological distance from climate change. (**A**) PD1 distributions in Study 1, (**C**) PD1 distributions in Study 2. Right: the distribution of responses according to distance from self, on the five psychological distance dimensions indexed by PD2. In the PD2 scale, the "Social" label refers to intimacy (e.g., friends, family), and "Social (similar) refers to similarity to the self. (**B**) PD2 distributions in Study 1, (**D**) PD2 distributions in Study 2.](fpsyg-10-00230-g002){#F2}

[Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the pattern of responses on the PD2 scale (responses in this figure have been binned to facilitate graphical illustration of general trends but for subsequent analyses, the aggregated and standardized psychological distance scores were calculated based on the mean of responses). It can be seen from a comparison of [Figure 2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} that responses on the PD2 scale showed a somewhat different profile. Most participants reported that climate change is temporally and hypothetically close (0 distance from the self), but more socially and spatially distant. Many responses for these dimensions were near the midpoint, suggesting that participants may perceive climate change to be neither close nor distant along social and spatial dimensions.

### Comparing Psychological Distance Scales

[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows significant correlations between all dimensions of the psychological distance scales, though the degree of relationship between items varied greatly. For the PD1 scale, all dimensions were highly correlated. Similarly, all dimensions of the PD2 scale were correlated, though less highly.

###### 

Correlations for psychological distance in Study 1.

  Scale   Distance               1    2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9
  ------- ---------------------- ---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  PD1     \(1\) Spatial          --   0.89^∗∗^   0.79^∗∗^   0.83^∗∗^   0.42^∗∗^   0.33^∗∗^   0.66^∗∗^   0.56^∗∗^   0.61^∗∗^
          \(2\) Social                --         0.76^∗∗^   0.80^∗∗^   0.43^∗∗^   0.32^∗∗^   0.63^∗∗^   0.51^∗∗^   0.52^∗∗^
          \(3\) Temporal                         --         0.87^∗∗^   0.27^∗∗^   0.24^∗∗^   0.74^∗∗^   0.50^∗∗^   0.67^∗∗^
          \(4\) Hypothetical                                --         0.34^∗∗^   0.27^∗∗^   0.65^∗∗^   0.50^∗∗^   0.61^∗∗^
  PD2     \(5\) Social close                                           --         0.46^∗∗^   0.29^∗∗^   0.50^∗∗^   0.18^∗∗^
          \(6\) Social similar                                                    --         0.22^∗∗^   0.41^∗∗^   0.18^∗∗^
          \(7\) Temporal                                                                     --         0.54^∗∗^   0.62^∗∗^
          \(8\) Spatial                                                                                 --         0.35^∗∗^
          \(9\) Hypothetical                                                                                       --

∗∗

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

N

= 217.

#### Principal components analysis

A Principal Components Analysis of the PD1 scale had adequate sampling (KMO = 0.95) and Bartlett's test of sphericity showed that the null hypothesis could be rejected, χ^2^(153) = 3213.32, *p \<* 0.001. An unrotated one-component solution was found, with an eigenvalue of 10.41. All items except one loaded on the first component, which explained 57.89% of the variance (see [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As the PD2 scale only had five items, an individual PCA was not conducted.

#### Correlations with related variables

Correlations between key variables and psychological distance are shown in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. PD1 and PD2 are both positively correlated with climate change skepticism and elastic environmental worldview, and negatively correlated with a ductile environmental worldview, time perspective, and global attachment. That is, greater psychological distance from climate change is associated with greater skepticism, and a view that the environment can recover from any damage caused by humans. Greater psychological closeness to climate change is associated with having an attachment to the world as a whole, having a longer time perspective, and believing that the environment can be altered by human actions. The two measures of psychological distance also correlated positively with one another.

###### 

Correlations for key variables and dependent variables in Study 1.

  Variable                   1    2       3             4             5             6             7       8       9            10            11           12            13
  -------------------------- ---- ------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------- ------- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------- -------------
  \(1\) Skepticism           --   -0.01   -0.67^\*\*^   0.72^\*\*^    0.79^\*\*^    0.62^\*\*^    0.03    0.02    0.04         -0.59^\*\*^   -0.10        -0.50^\*\*^   -0.64^\*\*^
  \(2\) Behavioral control        --      0.19^\*\*^    0.00          -0.05         0.06          0.02    -0.06   -0.09        -0.19^\*\*^   -0.15^\*^    -0.09         0.07
  \(3\) Ductile                                         -0.75^\*\*^   -0.67^\*\*^   -0.57^\*\*^   -0.02   0.00    0.05         0.48^\*\*^    0.10         0.41^\*\*^    0.50^\*\*^
  \(4\) Elastic                                         --            0.68^\*\*^    0.58^\*\*^    -0.02   0.01    -0.07        -0.53^\*\*^   -0.09        -0.47^\*\*^   -0.51^\*\*^
  \(5\) PD1                                                           --            0.76^\*\*^    0.02    0.01    0.00         -0.57^\*\*^   -0.10        -0.50^\*\*^   -0.53^\*\*^
  \(6\) PD2                                                                         --            -0.03   0.07    0.02         -0.45^\*\*^   -0.08        -0.40^\*\*^   -0.38^\*\*^
  \(7\) BIF                                                                                       --      0.01    -0.06        -0.21^\*\*^   -0.14^\*^    -0.15^\*^     -0.07
  \(8\) RCW-E                                                                                             --      0.58^\*\*^   0.02          -0.01        0.06          0.10
  \(9\) RCW-G                                                                                                     --           0.11          0.04         0.11          0.09
  \(10\) Time perspective                                                                                                      --            0.24^\*\*^   0.56^\*\*^    0.53^\*\*^
  \(11\) Place attachment                                                                                                                    --           0.18^\*\*^    0.25^\*\*^
  \(12\) PEB                                                                                                                                              --            0.38^\*\*^
  \(13\) Policy                                                                                                                                                         --

∗∗

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

∗

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

### Comparing Construal Level Measures

The RCW measure of construal level consisted of two sections, one section with questions specific to climate change and the environment, and one section with general estimation questions. A Varimax rotated principal components analysis found a two-component solution (KMO = 0.79, Bartlett χ^2^(153) = 655.34, *p* \< 0.001), where climate-specific items loaded on one component and general items loaded on a second (see [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As there are no environment or climate related questions in the BIF scale, no PCA was conducted to assess its underlying structure.

As seen in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, the BIF and RCW were not significantly correlated with each other. Particularly noteworthy is the lack of significant correlation between the two construal level measures and the two psychological distance measures. Of the other variables in the study, the BIF correlated positively with time perspective and global place attachment, indicating that a longer time perspective and sense of belonging to the entire world is to some extent linked to abstract construal. RCW had no significant correlations with any variables, except between the two RCW subscales.

### Predicting Pro-environmental Behavior

Due to high variance inflation factors, we removed a number of variables from the regression (ductile and elastic environmental worldview, see [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The second psychological distance measure (PD2) was initially included, but as it also had a high variance inflation factor score, and did not contribute to the model fit, we removed it from subsequent analysis.

A linear regression was conducted to predict individual-level pro-environmental behavior: willingness to sacrifice time, effort, money and social relationships for the environment. Key variables, including the binary "belief in climate change" variable, were entered. The final model is shown in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}, and accounted for 40% of the variance. The model indicates that age, political orientation, behavioral control, time perspective and PD1 were predictors of individual action. Neither construal level measure significantly predicted individual pro-environmental behavior. To test predictors of policy choice, key variables, including the binary "belief in climate change" variable, were used to construct a linear model. The model explained 49.1% of variance ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Variables influencing the choice of more expensive, effective policies were political orientation, skepticism, behavioral control, RCW-E, time perspective, and place attachment. However, psychological distance as measured by PD1 was a significant predictor of policy choice when climate change skepticism was removed from the model. Inversely, for the individual level behavior, PD1 was a significant predictor, but skepticism was not. When either variable was removed from the model, the other became significant.

###### 

Models predicting policy support and pro-environmental behavior across Studies 1 and 2.

                       Pro-environmental behavior   Policy choice                                                                     
  -------------------- ---------------------------- --------------- ---------- -------------- ------------ -------------- ----------- --------------
  Gender (M)           -0.05                        0.12            -0.26^∗^   0.12           0.19         0.11           0.11        0.14
  Age                  0.02^∗∗^                     0.00            0.01^∗∗^   0.00           0.00         0.00           0.00        0.00
  Politics             -0.06                        0.05            -0.04      0.04           -0.02        0.04           -0.06       0.05
  Income               0.01                         0.03            -0.04      0.03           -0.04        0.03           0.02        0.03
  Belief               -0.17                        0.18            -0.19      0.16           0.26         0.17           0.16        0.18
  Skepticism           -0.17^‡^                     0.11            -0.14      0.09           -0.41^∗∗∗^   0.11           -0.29^∗∗^   0.10
  Behavioral control   -0.05                        0.06            0.10       0.07           0.14^∗^      0.05           0.10        0.08
  PD1                  -0.19^∗^                     0.09            -0.09      0.06           0.02^†^      0.08           -0.02^†^    0.07
  BIF-E                --                           --              0.22^∗∗^   0.08           --           --             0.05        0.09
  BIF-G                0.03                         0.06            -0.04      0.07           0.03         0.05           -0.03       0.08
  RCW-E                0.06                         0.06            -0.06      0.07           0.14^∗^      0.06           0.06        0.08
  RCW-G                0.01                         0.06            0.02       0.07           -0.03        0.06           -0.10       0.08
  Time perspective     0.37^∗∗^                     0.08            0.25^∗∗^   0.07           0.22^∗∗^     0.07           0.02        0.08
  Place attachment     -0.01                        0.06            0.10       0.06           0.18^∗∗^     0.06           -0.02       0.07
  Constant             -0.37                        0.34            0.41       0.30           -0.27        0.31           -0.09       0.34
                                                                                                                                      
  Observations                                      217                        213                         217            213         
  *R^2^*                                            0.44                       0.41                        0.51           0.22        
  Adjusted *R*^2^                                   0.40                       0.36                        0.48           0.17        
  Residual *SE*        0.77                         *(df* = 203)    0.80       *(df* = 198)   0.72         *(df* = 203)   0.92        *(df* = 198)

p \< 0.1;

∗

p \< 0.05;

∗∗

p \< 0.01;

∗∗∗

p \< 0.001;

†

mediated by skepticism;

‡

mediated by PD1.

Discussion
----------

Study 1 investigated the role of psychological distance and construal level in the context of climate change. Following [@B57], a principal question was whether psychological distance from climate change predicted environmental behavior. The results show that psychological closeness predicted greater engagement in pro-environmental behaviors, primarily at the individual level.

Psychological closeness predicted individual pro-environmental behavior, over and above the variance explained by variables such as age and political orientation, belief in climate change, skepticism, and behavioral control. Those who reported greater psychological distance were less willing to make individual sacrifices -- their time, money, effort and social status -- for environmental gains. At the community-level, psychological distance only predicted support for more effective emission reduction policies when climate change skepticism was removed from the model.

As psychological distance and construal level have both been theorized to--and have been empirically shown to--affect one another ([@B55]), it was expected that construal level might also predict willingness to undertake environmental actions. However, the results in this study indicate that construal level predicted engagement in the reverse direction, at least in the case of support for emission reduction policies. That is, those with a more abstract construal of the environment were more likely to support more expensive and more effective emission reduction policies, although this result was not statistically reliable.

The construal level literature suggests that there should be a positive association between psychological distance and abstract construal. This finding has been well substantiated in different fields ([@B55]). However, in the present study there was no evidence that psychological distance increased with abstract construal--construal level and psychological distance were uncorrelated across all measures. Psychological distance and construal level also appear to operate independently--the two variables only jointly predicted one dependent variable (policy choice) and in opposite directions from one another. Not only are psychological distance from climate change and construal of climate change uncorrelated, they also behave qualitatively differently as predictors.

Together, the findings show that psychological distance from climate change (closeness to climate change) predicted individual-level behavior, whereas construal level (abstract construal of climate change) predicted community-level action. The finding that psychological predicts environmental behavior is consistent with that of [@B57], but the distinction between predictors of individual and community levels of action is a novel one. People who perceive climate change as a distant issue are less likely to express intentions to mitigate climate change, whereas those who think abstractly about climate change are more likely to support climate action on an abstract level.

A key limitation of the present study is that the construal level measures were not related to one another, which renders it difficult to assess whether they are measuring the same psychological construct. One reason for the lack of relationship may be because the RCW scale has items specifically addressing environmental topics, whereas the BIF scale does not. Further, while RCW-E was a significant predictor of policy choice, given that this is a novel scale, it would be prudent to examine whether this finding generalizes to a new dataset. We sought to address these potential issues in a second study.

Study 2
=======

To overcome the limitations of Study 1, we conducted a replication using an augmented version of the BIF. The BIF is a recognized measure of construal level, which has been validated in previous studies ([@B18]; [@B55]), whereas the RCW is not (although it possesses characteristics that would lead one to expect that it constitutes a viable measure of construal level; see [@B24]).

Further, whereas the psychological distance items dealt specifically with climate change, the BIF items measured construal of "general" actions, but did not measure construal of "climate change" or "pro-environmental" actions specifically. In Study 1, we used two putative measures of construal level, namely the BIF ([@B64]) and the RCW scale ([@B42]; [@B24]), with only the latter measuring environment-related items. Accordingly, it remains possible that the BIF might predict environmental behavior, and perceived psychological distance from climate change, if it contained items measuring construal of climate change directly. To test this possibility, a replication of Study 1 was conducted using an augmented version of the BIF that contained items assessing general and environmental construals.

Methods
-------

### Participants, Materials, and Procedure

A total of 216 (105 female) Australian adults recruited once again by Qualtrics.com participated in the study. The mean age was 43.48 years (range 18--79), and the median gross annual income bracket was \$35,000--49,999 per year. Age, gender, and income groups approximated a representative distribution of Australia's population, to the same specifications as Study 1.

The materials and procedure of the study followed that of Study 1. The only difference was the inclusion of an augmented version of the BIF. The new BIF scale consisted of 22 items--11 items from the original scale that focused on general issues (general sub-scale; BIF-G), and 11 items that focused on environmental issues (environmental sub-scale; BIF-E; see [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Participants were asked to select either a concrete or an abstract description for each action. For instance, the behavior "carpooling" could be described as "sharing transportation with others" (concrete), or "reducing the number of cars on the road" (abstract), or the behavior "taking public transport" could be described as "catching a bus or train" (concrete) or "traveling in an energy efficient way" (abstract).

Results
-------

[Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} shows the descriptive statistics for key variables. While in Study 1, responses on the two psychological distance measures decreased with increasing belief in anthropogenic climate change, in Study 2 this pattern was only replicated for the PD2 measure, whereas responses on the PD1 measure did not vary according to climate change belief category. However, replicating Study 1, responses on both construal level measures were invariant with respect to climate change beliefs ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The psychological distance measures also exhibited similar distributions to those observed in Study 1 ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Descriptive statistics for Study 2.

  Type of measure     Variable                                Minimum (absolute)   Mean    Maximum (absolute)   *SD*    α
  ------------------- --------------------------------------- -------------------- ------- -------------------- ------- ------
  Covariates          Skepticism                              1.00 (1)             2.50    5.00 (5)             0.96    0.87
                      Behavioral control                      1.50 (1)             3.15    5.00 (5)             0.72    0.76
                      Ductile worldview                       1.00 (1)             3.71    5.00 (5)             0.66    0.79
                      Elastic worldview                       1.00 (1)             2.47    5.00 (5)             0.78    0.81
                      Time perspective                        1.00 (1)             4.65    6.93 (7)             0.82    0.80
                      Place attachment                        1.00 (0)             3.60    5.00 (6)             0.89    0.89
  Psychological       PD1                                     1.00 (1)             2.48    5.00 (5)             0.73    0.94
  distance            PD2                                     0.00 (0)             43.58   100 (100)            17.91   0.73
  Construal level     BIF                                     0.00 (0)             0.46    1.00 (1)             0.20    0.79
                      Environmental                           0.00 (0)             0.46    1.00 (1)             0.25    0.68
                      General                                 0.00 (0)             0.46    1.00 (1)             0.22    0.63
                      RCW                                     0.00 (0)             1.45    3.00 (3)             0.50    0.78
                      Environmental                           0.00 (0)             1.49    3.00 (3)             0.55    0.66
                      General                                 0.00 (0)             1.39    3.00 (3)             0.59    0.61
  Dependent measure   Individual pro-environmental behavior   1.71 (1)             3.37    4.65 (5)             0.52    0.75
                      Policy choice                           1.00 (1)             3.07    5 (5)                1.47    NA
                                                                                                                        
                      **Belief-type**                                                      **% of sample**              
                                                                                                                        
  Belief              Deny                                                                 3%                           
                      Don't know                                                           6%                           
                      Natural causes                                                       35%                          
                      Anthropogenic                                                        56%                          

### Comparing Construal Level Measures

Correlations between the environmental form of the BIF and psychological distance, the RCW, and other related variables are shown in [Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}. The BIF-E was positively correlated with behavioral control and ductile worldview, and negatively correlated with PD1, PD2, elastic worldview, and skepticism. The BIF-G showed weaker, but still significant correlations with some of these variables, but no relationship with skepticism, and PD2. The BIF-E and BIF-G were moderately correlated with one another, but notably, neither correlated with the RCW scales. As in Study 1, the RCW items showed no significant correlations with any variables besides themselves (PCA shown in [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

###### 

Correlations for key variables and dependent variables in Study 2.

                                      2             3             4             5             6             7             8             9       10           11            12           13            14
  ----------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------- ------------ ------------- ------------ ------------- -------------
  \(1\) Skepticism                    -0.54^\*\*^   -0.50^\*\*^   0.64^\*\*^    0.74^\*\*^    0.53^\*\*^    -0.31^\*\*^   -0.13         -0.10   -0.05        -0.49^\*\*^   0.05         -0.24^\*\*^   -0.43^\*\*^
  \(2\) Behavioral control            --            0.39^\*\*^    -0.46^\*\*^   -0.55^\*\*^   -0.43^\*\*^   0.39^\*\*^    0.30^\*\*^    -0.03   -0.03        0.50^\*\*^    0.21^\*\*^   0.26^\*\*^    0.31^\*\*^
  \(3\) Ductile                                     --            -0.57^\*\*^   -0.60^\*\*^   -0.39^\*\*^   0.29^\*\*^    0.26^\*\*^    0.08    -0.01        0.42^\*\*^    0.06         0.37^\*\*^    0.25^\*\*^
  \(4\) Elastic                                                   --            0.66^\*\*^    0.46^\*\*^    -0.35^\*\*^   -0.19^\*\*^   -0.09   -0.02        -0.52^\*\*^   0.01         -0.32^\*\*^   -0.37^\*\*^
  \(5\) PD1                                                                     --            0.69^\*\*^    -0.32^\*\*^   -0.22^\*\*^   -0.05   0.00         -0.53^\*\*^   -0.03        -0.30^\*\*^   -0.41^\*\*^
  \(6\) PD2                                                                                   --            -0.18^\*\*^   -0.11         -0.01   -0.04        -0.33^\*\*^   0.01         -0.22^\*\*^   -0.33^\*\*^
  \(7\) BIF-E                                                                                               --            0.58^\*\*^    -0.02   -0.08        0.42^\*\*^    0.16^∗^      0.34^\*\*^    0.21^\*\*^
  \(8\) BIF-G                                                                                                             --            0.09    0.07         0.26^\*\*^    0.19^\*\*^   0.14^∗^       0.08
  \(9\) RCW-E                                                                                                                           --      0.48^\*\*^   0.04          -0.17^∗^     -0.03         0.06
  \(10\) RCW-G                                                                                                                                  --           0.09          -0.17^∗^     0.01          -0.09
  \(11\) Time perspective                                                                                                                                    --            0.11         0.42^\*\*^    0.27^\*\*^
  \(12\) Place attachment                                                                                                                                                  --           0.20^\*\*^    -0.02
  \(13\) Pro-environmental behavior                                                                                                                                                     --            0.14^∗^
  \(14\) Policy                                                                                                                                                                                       --

∗∗

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

∗

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

To probe the BIF and RCW scale in more depth, we examined the underlying component structure of these measures, the results of which are given in [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In brief, there were six components extracted. The RCW sub-scale items tended to load on the same components, environmental items loaded on the same components, and general items loaded on the same components. The BIF item loadings fell on three components, apparently distinguished by the nature of the behaviors described, rather than their (lack of) environmental content. For instance, general items such as "greeting someone," and "resisting temptation," loaded on the same component as the environmental item "using canvas bags for shopping," while environmental items such as "recycling," and "installing solar panels," loaded on a separate component, with general behaviors such as "measuring a room for carpeting."

### Predicting Pro-environmental Behavior

[Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} shows the results of a linear regression predicting pro-environmental behavior, contrasting Study 1 and 2. The model explained 32.5% of variance. The reliable predictors of pro-environmental behavior in Study 2 were gender, age, political orientation, BIF-E, time perspective and place attachment. Other variables, including psychological distance and skepticism were not significant predictors. There was no replication of the mediation effect found in Study 1 whereby the effect of psychological distance (skepticism) on pro-environmental behavior varied according to whether the skepticism (psychological distance) measure was included or excluded in the regression analysis.

To examine the effect of adding the BIF-E, we conducted the regression in two steps, adding BIF-E at the second step. The contribution of the variable to the model was small but significant (*R*^2^ change = 0.021, *F* = 7.109, *p* = 0.008). The step-wise model is shown in [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. However, the introduction of BIF-E did not produce notable differences to the variance attributed to PD1, skepticism, or any of the construal level measures.

For the policy choice variable, the model predicted 19% of variance, and marginally significant predictors were PD1, skepticism and RCW-G. This model explains considerably less variance in the data than in the three previous analyses, despite including the same variables.

Discussion of Studies 1 and 2
-----------------------------

The aims of Study 2 were to replicate Study 1, and to incorporate the role of a new BIF scale corresponding to environmental behaviors (BIF-E). The findings from Study 2 do not replicate the results of the first study; psychological distance was not a predictor of individual pro-environmental behavior, and construal level was not a predictor of community-level policy choice. However, there are some results that, when combined, allow us to piece together a picture of how psychological distance and construal level may operate in the context of climate change.

### Does Psychological Distance Predict Pro-environmental Behavior?

The finding from Study 1 that psychological closeness to climate change would be associated with greater willingness to act pro-environmentally, was not replicated in Study 2. Psychological distance did not predict pro-environmental behavior at the individual level in the full model, but PD1 was marginally significant when predicting policy choice. One potential factor may be the difference in psychological distance scores by belief type ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In Study 1, psychological distance (measured by PD1) was lowest for those reporting belief in anthropogenic climate change, whereas in Study 2, the same group had similar mean scores on PD1 to those in the "deny" and "don't know" groups.

There also appears to be a lot of shared variance with skepticism. Looking at all four analyses, the variance attributed to PD1 shifted when skepticism was added to the model (Study 1, policy; Study 2, policy), and the variance attributed to skepticism shifted when PD1 was added to the model (Study 1, individual, Study 2, policy). Follow-up mediation analyses (see [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) show significant models for PD1 mediating skepticism and vice versa. The correlational design and the inconsistent pattern of results render it difficult to establish a clear relationship between these variables.

### Does Construal Level Predict Pro-environmental Behavior?

The role of construal level was inconsistent across both studies. The newly added environmental BIF scale was a significant predictor for individual pro-environmental behaviors, but not policy choice. This means that in Study 2, individual pro-environmental behavior was significantly predicted by abstract construal of environmental actions. The addition of BIF-E was an improvement upon the general scale, but considering the finding in Study 1 that abstract construal predicted the abstract behavior, it was expected that the BIF-E would play a role. This was not the case, and further, despite being a significant predictor in Study 1, RCW-E did not play a role in predicting policy choice in Study 2.

One notable aspect of the data is the importance of environment-specific construal level scales: in Study 1, RCW-E predicted policy choice, and in Study 2, BIF-E predicted pro-environmental behavior. The general subscales of both BIF and RCW did not play a role in predicting either. This indicates the potential importance of using topic-specific construal level scales.

### Does Construal Level Relate to Psychological Distance?

While in Study 1, none of the construal level measures correlated with measures of psychological distance, in Study 2, the BIF construal level measure was correlated with psychological distance and this correlation was stronger for the BIF-E than the BIF-G. However, the correlation is in the opposite direction to what is expected based on CLT, wherein concreteness equates to closeness, and abstractness equates to distance. On the contrary, we find that the BIF and psychological distance are negatively correlated, such that greater abstract construal correlates with less psychological distance. This, combined with the results from the regressions, suggests that construal level and psychological distance do not always correspond, and may represent two separate pathways to environmental action.

One particular limitation of the use of the BIF to measure environmental construal lies in the fact that by definition, abstract construal tends to tap into higher order values, and therefore environmental actions (such as using a shower timer) described *abstractly* tend to contain environmental value orientations (e.g., reducing water use), whereas concrete construals involve lower-order descriptions of actions (e.g., having shorter showers), and typically do not. The result is that abstract answers to items on the BIF-E may contain more explicit environmental aims than concrete answers. The potential separation of these factors is one that is worth considering in future work.

### Measurement of Psychological Distance

The two studies compared two measures of psychological distance, to ascertain which measure had the greater explanatory power, and to answer theoretical questions about psychological distance. Both PD1 and PD2 scales correlated in the directions expected, with all theoretically related variables, with the exception of construal level. Psychological distance correlated positively with climate change skepticism and elastic environmental worldview, and negatively with ductile environmental worldview and global place attachment.

There is strong evidence to suggest that both PD scales measure the same underlying construct. Aside from possessing the same relationships with several criterion variables, both measures load primarily on one component. Further, PD1 and PD2 correlate highly with one another, as full scales and as separate dimensions. One difference is that PD1 ([@B57]) appears slightly superior to PD2 ([@B35]) in its capacity to explain pro-environmental behavior, and it has consistently higher correlations with related variables. Length of scale is an important factor in these calculations, so we conducted an analysis using the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula (a test of psychometric reliability that predicts reliability as it varies with scale length), which indicated that if PD2 had the same number of items as PD1, the discrepancy in reliability would disappear. However, the estimated correlations, after correction for attenuation, were still higher for PD1 (see [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). An additional concern is that the PD2 scale may not have permitted the full scope of responses. In its current form, the scale does not allow for the answer that climate change will affect all regions and people, regardless of closeness or distance from the self.

Another issue in the measurement of psychological distance is the considerable shared variance between psychological distance and skepticism. One explanation may be that the component of psychological distance that relates to hypothetical distance (whether climate change will happen or not) is analogous to skepticism about climate change. However, as the items across dimensions of psychological distance were all highly correlated, the relationship does not seem driven by the hypothetical distance items. Perhaps in terms of predicting behavior, perceiving climate change to be distant may have the same outcome as being skeptical of its existence.

Additionally, the measurement of psychological distance in PD1 and PD2 may be too literal. In line with CLT, feeling distant from an issue may also lead to abstract, vague thoughts about that issue, whereas feeling close might lead to more specific views. Perhaps for those who are distant from climate change, that distance manifests as more of a vague "feeling," than specific thoughts about when, where, and to whom it will have an effect.

Of the covariates included, time perspective, a distance-related variable, was one of the strongest predictors of policy choice and pro-environmental behavior. The relationship between time perspective and psychological distance was also strong; those who perceive climate change as psychologically close are also more likely to give greater consideration for future consequences, and be less swayed by immediate rewards. These results support and add to the extensive body of work linking time perspective and pro-environmental action ([@B36]; [@B1]). The present findings contribute to this literature by suggesting a possible explanation for this relationship--the effect of time perspective on environmental actions may be explained by an underlying similarity between time perspective and psychological distance. Those with longer time perspectives perceive a stronger connection between present actions and future consequences ([@B23]), which is an act of reducing distance between the present and the future. Time perspective may be conceived of as the reduction of psychological distance between now and the distant future. This explanation is consistent with research on temporal discounting, which has shown that in general, people discount future environmental costs ([@B21]).

### Potential Limitations

There may have been external changes that affected the results between the two studies, and particularly the perception of climate change policies. Study 1 was conducted in 2014, when a climate change policy was being changed. Specifically, an Emissions Trading Scheme was being repealed and replaced with a new policy, and so the issue was at the forefront of many political and policy discussions. By 2016, when Study 2 was conducted, this was no longer the case and climate policy was no longer under the spotlight. We can see from a frequency plot of policy support between the two samples that the earlier sample was more supportive of stronger emissions reduction policies (see [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

A separate issue is that Studies 1 and 2 are both correlational, so causality of the observed relationships (e.g., between psychological distance and pro-environmental action) are unclear. It may be that those who are psychologically close make more pro-environmental sacrifices, but it may also be that those less willing to make sacrifices push climate change away psychologically. The latter possibility is consistent with a motivated cognition approach ([@B22]; [@B27]).

Further, while these correlational results have implications for CLT, particularly for its use in the context of climate change, the lack of relationship in measurement does not suggest a lack of relationship upon manipulation. Individuals are capable of both abstract and concrete construals of climate change, depending on the salient context. As Studies 1 and 2 did not provide a frame, or point of focus for construal level, it is possible that construal level was not salient. This limitation is substantiated by the finding that the effect sizes for the relationship between construal level and psychological distance are larger with greater cognitive engagement ([@B55]).

In Study 3 we experimentally manipulated construal level of, and psychological distance from, climate change to assess whether a relationship exists in a more cognitively engaging context, and whether causal relationships can be established.

Study 3
=======

The main aim of Study 3 was to manipulate both psychological distance and construal level frames of climate change, and test their role in predicting pro-environmental action in an experimental context. As time perspective was a key variable in the previous two studies, and an important dimension in climate change action, the present study manipulated psychological distance using variations in temporal distance.

Experiments conducted outside the context of climate change tend to show consistent and robust effects: manipulating construal level affects temporal distance, and vice versa ([@B61]; [@B55]), although most studies only looked at timespans of less than a year. In the environmental context, the findings are less clear. In one case, researchers have found exactly what CLT would predict, namely that shifting a temporal horizon to appear closer increases pro-environmental behavior via concrete construals ([@B6]). The aforementioned study manipulated the perceived temporal distance of a future date (e.g., "2020") by asking participants to mark the year on a horizontal line. The endpoints of the line began in the current year at the time of testing (2010), and ended either in 2025 (2020 future seems distant) or 2085 (2020 future seems close). [@B6] found that the manipulation successfully led participants to feel temporally closer to 2020, and that this predicted intentions and reported environmental behavior. Further, the relationship between temporal closeness and reported behavior was mediated by concrete construals of pro-environmental actions.

However, the effects reported in [@B6] were small and not representative of the general pattern observed in the wider literature. For instance, [@B44] conducted a study in which time perspective was manipulated, and found that people intended to behave more in line with their pro-environmental attitudes when envisioning a temporally distant situation, rather than a temporally close one. [@B49] found the opposite; that temporal distance (discussing future consequences of climate change) led to reduced action among Republican participants. In other studies, manipulating the future timing of climate impacts has had no effect in some cases ([@B59]), and in other cases produced results that are variable and difficult to explain ([@B48]). The latter study manipulated onset of major climate impacts in a close (New York) versus distant location (Singapore), at three future time points (2020, 2047, and 2066). They found that liberals showed less variability in response to manipulations, but that the highest support for climate policy was from conservatives when climate impacts were spatially close, and temporally distant (New York in 2066).

To further complicate matters, methods to evoke the perception of psychological distance can also take the form of framing tasks that seek to induce a particular construal level, confounding the two variables. One well-tested manipulation of construal level is the "how/why" method ([@B30]; [@B20]; [@B55]). It has been shown that framing a task in terms of "how" one might engage in pro-environmental behaviors leads to more concrete construals than framing a task in terms of "why." [@B39] studied the effect of how/why framing on behavioral intentions for reducing plastic bag usage. Participants estimated engaging in the behavior sooner when they were asked "how" they might reduce plastic bags, rather than when they were asked "why" they might want to reduce plastic bags. This suggests that construal level affects participants' likelihood of engaging in pro-environmental behavior, specifically in the temporal dimension. If the relationship postulated by CLT holds, we expect that this manipulation will affect both construal level and psychological distance, and that a concrete construal ("how") will lead to perceptions of psychological closeness, and an abstract construal ("why") will lead to perceptions of psychological distance.

As discussed earlier, individual difference studies rarely measure both psychological distance and construal level and this problem is also true of the experimental literature on this topic. Additionally, those studies that have experimentally induced different levels of construal to selectively influence pro-environmental behaviors ([@B54]; [@B39]) have not measured construal level or psychological distance post-manipulation. Accordingly, in these studies there was no way to verify whether pro-environmental actions have been encouraged by a change in psychological distance, or construal level, or both variables.

The purpose of Study 3 is to plug this experimental gap by co-manipulating psychological distance and construal level. By manipulating the temporal closeness of climate change, and asking participants to evaluate the stimuli either abstractly or concretely, in Study 3 we test the effects of both variables, and measures the corresponding effect on psychological distance and construal level using verified measures. According to CLT, the closest condition should be the one that places climate change at the closest temporal moment, and where concrete construals elicit a sense of psychological closeness. Following this logic, the most distant condition should be the one that situates climate change furthest in the future, and elicits a distant mindset through abstract construals.

Conversely, the findings of Study 1 and 2 suggest that rather than concrete construals, abstract construals tend to predict climate change action. Based on these findings, an alternative prediction would be that the abstract conditions would be more effective than concrete conditions at increasing pro-environmental action.

Methods
-------

### Participants

A total of 320 undergraduate students (62% female, mean age = 20.83, *s* = 7.08, range = 17--68) from the School of Psychological Science at the University of Western Australia took part in the study in Perth, in exchange for course credits.

### Design

The study adopted a 2 (construal level: concrete vs. abstract) × 3 (time horizon: past vs. present vs. future) between-participants design. An additional control condition was included in which participants were not exposed to either the construal level or time horizon manipulations. Participants were allocated at random to the seven resulting between-participant conditions. The total number of participants in each of the seven conditions was as follows: control (*N* = 46), concrete/past (*N* = 47), concrete/present (*N* = 43), concrete/future (*N* = 47), abstract/past (*N* = 45), abstract/present (*N* = 48), and abstract/future (*N* = 44).

### Materials and Procedure

Participants were tested individually. They read an information sheet and provided informed consent, after which they were assigned to closed testing rooms fitted with a PC and monitor. In the experimental conditions, participants were shown a video about rainfall in Western Australia--screenshots of which are shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The video was developed by the CSIRO Climate Adaptation Flagship based on real rainfall data collected between the years 1940 and 2010, and provides a clear visual example of rainfall reduction over time superimposed onto a map of south-west Western Australia, including Perth and surrounds.

![Screenshots of the beginning and end of the videos shown to participants in Study 3. The left image shows rainfall levels at the earliest time point, and the right image shows rainfall levels at the latest time point. Years at the top were altered to fit each condition, and advanced as the video progressed. The scale at the bottom was shown to participants before viewing the video.](fpsyg-10-00230-g003){#F3}

The video was altered slightly for different conditions. In the "past" condition, the dates on the video were altered to show the last 70 years. It depicted recorded amounts of rainfall (mm) in the May-June-July period for each year from 1944 to 2014 on a map of Western Australia. This condition placed the onset of severe climate change-linked drought at 2014, and was the condition closest to the year in which the study was conducted (2015). In the "present" condition, the years on the video were modified to show the 70 years around which 2015 was the midpoint (1980 to 2050). This condition placed climate change-linked drought at 2050, and was temporally more distant. In the "future" condition, the years were modified to show the next 70 years, depicting 2015--2085, and placing the onset of climate change-linked drought at 2085.

In all experimental conditions, the video was followed by a message, modified to fit each condition: "Climate change is happening now. There are more dry days now than there ever have been. Due to a persistent decline in rainfall (past condition: *over the last 70 years*; present condition: o*ver the last 35 years, and that will occur over the next 35 years*; future condition: *that will occur over the next 70 years*), Perth dams (past condition: *have received*; present and future conditions: *will receive*) up to 40 percent less water."

Participants were then asked to respond to attention checks, before completing three questions designed to manipulate construal level using the how/why method ([@B30]; [@B20]; [@B55]). In the concrete construal condition, participants were asked to write responses to questions such as, "How are rainfall patterns changing in Western Australia?" and in the abstract construal condition, participants were asked questions such as "Why are rainfall patterns changing in Western Australia?" Participants in the control condition were not shown the video or accompanying messages, and were not asked to answer construal level questions. All participants were asked to respond to measures of psychological distance (PD1) and construal level (RCW and BIF). The RCW and BIF scales both contained general construal items and environmental construal items.

Next, participants were presented with the first behavioral measure. They were given an endowment of \$10, in single \$1 coins placed in an envelope on the desk in front of them. In the privacy of their individual testing room, participants had the option of keeping the entire \$10, or donating some, or all, of it to Gondwana-Link, a real charity aiming to restore the natural wildlife and landscape in Western Australia. Participants were given a booklet explaining the charity and its purpose, and were invited to explore the website. The box for donations was an opaque locked money box with a coin slot, with coins already placed inside to imply to the participant anonymity of donation. The additional coins were planted by the experimenter, and were not \$1 coins, so that the experimenters could distinguish donations.

Participants were then asked to complete a questionnaire measuring demographic variables, and scales used in Study 1 and 2 (time perspective, climate change belief, climate change skepticism, and perceived behavioral control, and a second behavioral measure of pro-environmental behavior: willingness to expend effort and time for the environment).

The final behavioral measure was unobtrusive. As participants were debriefed, they were offered either a Fairtrade chocolate (AlterEco), or a non-Fairtrade chocolate (Lindt) and their chocolate choice was recorded by the experimenter after the participant left the laboratory. A preference for Fairtrade products has been found to be a predictor of global identification ([@B46]) and subsequently pro-environmental intentions and behavior ([@B14]).

Results
-------

The final sample included 319 participants. One participant was excluded for failing attention and speeding checks. Descriptive information for measured variables, collapsed across conditions, are shown in [Table 8](#T8){ref-type="table"}, and PD, BIF and RCW scores are shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

Descriptive statistics for Study 3.

  Type of measure   Variable             Minimum (absolute)   Mean     Maximum (absolute)   *SD*     α
  ----------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------- -------------------- -------- ------
  Covariates        Skepticism           1.00 (1)             2.07     4.20 (5)             0.69     0.77
                    Behavioral control   1.50 (1)             3.43     5.00 (5)             0.63     0.72
                    PD                   1.00 (1)             2.21     3.86 (5)             0.59     0.72
                    Time perspective     2.87 (1)             4.79     6.67 (7)             0.78     0.86
  Construal         BIF                  0.00 (0)             0.54     1.00 (1)             0.15     0.51
  level             Environmental        0.00 (0)             0.52     1.00 (1)             0.18     0.33
                    General              0.00 (0)             0.57     1.00 (1)             0.20     0.53
                    RCW                  0.33 (0)             1.58     2.61                 0.39     0.72
                    Environmental        0.17 (0)             1.57     2.67                 0.39     0.56
                    General              0.00 (0)             1.61     3.00                 0.59     0.56
  Dependent         Pro-environmental    1.77 (1)             3.27     4.29 (5)             0.48     0.64
  measures          behavior                                                                         
                    Donation behavior    \$0.00 (\$0)         \$6.03   \$10.00 (\$10)       \$3.98   NA
                                                                                                     
                    **Belief type**                                    **% of sample**               
                                                                                                     
  Belief            Deny                                               0.3%                          
                    Don't know                                         1.9%                          
                    Natural causes                                     16.3%                         
                    Anthropogenic                                      81.3%                         

∗

All variables were measured after manipulation.

![Average PD (**A**), BIF (**B**), and RCW (**C**) scores by condition in Study 3. Error bars represent standard errors.](fpsyg-10-00230-g004){#F4}

### Psychological Distance and Construal Level

The short-form of the PD1 scale (PD) had satisfactory internal consistency reliability (α = 0.72) and the reliability coefficients did not vary appreciably across the different conditions. [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows mean responses on the PD measure. To test whether mean scores differed between conditions, we dropped the control condition and conducted a 2 (construal level: concrete vs. abstract) × 3 (time horizon: past vs. present vs. future) ANOVA on the PD scores. There was no significant main effect of construal level, *F*(1,267) = 0.02, *p* = 0.89, no significant main effect of time horizon, *F*(2,267) = 0.22, *p* = 0.80, and no significant interaction between the two variables, *F*(2,267) = 0.60, *p* = 0.55.

The BIF scale was moderately internally consistent (BIF α = 0.51), but with BIF-E (α = 0.33) showing less consistency than BIF-G (α = 0.53). The low alpha was not a result of any single item. The alpha scores were relatively stable in all experimental conditions, except the control condition (BIF-E α = -0.57, BIF-G α = 0.06; for further information see [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows mean responses on the BIF-E and BIF-G as a function of the different conditions. These data were subjected to a 2 (construal level) × 3 (time horizon) × 2 (BIF: BIG-E vs. BIF-G) ANOVA. There was a significant main effect of BIF, *F*(1,267) = 14.34, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.05, with larger scores on the BIF-G than the BIF-E, but no significant main effect of construal level, *F*(1,253) = 0.73, *p* = 0.39, and no significant main effect of time horizon, *F*(2,253) = 0.05, *p* = 0.78. All of the two-way interactions and the three-way interaction were non-significant (all *F*s \< 1, all *p*-values \> 0.4).

The internal consistency of the RCW scale was satisfactory (α = 0.72), although this reliability was attenuated when the internal consistency of the two sub-scales was calculated separately (α = 0.57 for RCW-E, α = 0.60 for RCW-G). The average scores on the two versions of the RCW scale, as a function of the different conditions, can be examined in [Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. These data were once again entered into a 2 (construal level) × 3 (time horizon) × 2 (RCW: RCW-E vs. RCW-G) ANOVA. There was no significant main effect of construal level, *F*(1,267) = 1.34, *p* = 0.25, no significant main effect of time horizon, *F*(2,267) = 0.70, *p* = 0.50, and no significant main effect of RCW, *F*(1,267) = 1.90, *p* = 0.17. However, there was a significant construal level × RCW two-way interaction, *F*(1,267) = 4.96, *p* \< 0.05, η^2^ = 0.02, which arose because there was no effect of construal level on the RCW-E scale, *F*(1,267) = 0.09, *p* = 0.76, but responses on the RCW-G scale were higher in the abstract construal condition than in the concrete construal condition, *F*(1,267) = 3.28, *p* = 0.07. The remaining two-way interactions and the three-way interaction were all non-significant (all *F*s \< 1.43, all *p*-values \> 0.24).

The last measure we examined as a proxy of psychological distance was time perspective. It is plausible that time perspective would be affected by the temporal manipulations. To this end, we conducted a 2 (construal level) × 3 (time horizon) ANOVA on the time perspective scores. Consistent with the earlier psychological distance analysis, there was no significant main effect of construal level, *F*(1,267) = 0.03, *p* = 0.85, and no significant main effect of time horizon, *F*(2,267) = 0.89, *p* = 0.41, but the interaction between the two variables fell just short of conventional significance levels, *F*(2,267) = 2.94, *p* = 0.06, η^2^ = 0.02.

### Correlations

Correlations between key variables are shown in [Table 9](#T9){ref-type="table"}. As these variables were measured post-manipulation, interpretation should be made with caution. Consistent with the findings of Study 1 and 2, psychological distance was positively correlated with skepticism, and negatively correlated with behavioral control, time perspective, pro-environmental behavior, and donations. There was no correlation between psychological distance and any of the construal measures.

###### 

Correlations between variables in Study 3.

                                     2       3            4          5            6            7             8             9             10
  ---------------------------------- ------- ------------ ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  \(1\) PD                           -0.07   0.00         -0.03      -0.05        0.59^\*\*^   -0.42^\*\*^   -0.31^\*\*^   -0.36^\*\*^   -0.22^\*\*^
  \(2\) RCW-E                        --      0.44^\*\*^   -0.07      -0.07        -0.04        0.01          -0.10         -0.10         0.06
  \(3\) RCW-G                                --           -0.12^∗^   -0.08        0.03         -0.07         -0.12^∗^      -0.04         -0.02
  \(4\) BIF-E                                             --         0.18^\*\*^   -0.04        0.14^∗^       0.15^\*\*^    0.15^\*\*^    0.00
  \(5\) BIF-G                                                        --           -0.05        0.11^∗^       0.30^\*\*^    0.26^\*\*^    0.06
  \(6\) Skepticism                                                                --           -0.35^\*\*^   -0.26^\*\*^   -0.21^\*\*^   -0.19^\*\*^
  \(7\) Behavioral control                                                                     --            0.35^\*\*^    0.41^\*\*^    0.21^\*\*^
  \(8\) Time perspective                                                                                     --            0.42^\*\*^    0.19^\*\*^
  \(9\) Pro-environmental behavior                                                                                         --            0.18^\*\*^
  \(10\) Donation                                                                                                                        --

∗∗

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

∗

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

The RCW scale was largely only correlated with itself, although the RCW-G scale was weakly negatively correlated with the BIF-E. A detailed analysis by condition showed that this correlation was only significant in two conditions: concrete/future, *r*^2^ = -0.30, *p* = 0.05, and abstract/future, *r*^2^ = -0.35, *p* = 0.02. In the concrete/future condition, the environmental subscale of RCW was also negatively correlated with the BIF-E, *r*^2^ = -0.34, *p* = 0.02.

The BIF measures partially replicated the findings of Study 2, where BIF-E showed positive correlations with key variables (behavioral control, time perspective, and pro-environmental behavior). In this study, the BIF-G was also positively correlated with the same variables, and more strongly. None of the construal level measures correlated with donation behavior.

### Predicting Pro-environmental Behavior

[Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows willingness to engage in pro-environmental behaviors by condition. As above, a 2 (construal level) × 3 (time horizon) ANOVA was conducted on these data. There was no significant main effect of construal level, *F*(1,267) = 0.01, *p* = 0.94, a marginally significant main effect of time horizon, *F*(2,267) = 2.37, *p* = 0.09, with participants in the past condition having lower pro-environmental behavior scores than those in the present and future conditions, and no significant interaction between the two variables, *F*(2,267) = 0.52, *p* = 0.60.

![Average PEB scores **(A)** and charity donations **(B)** as a function of condition. Error bars represent standard errors.](fpsyg-10-00230-g005){#F5}

### Donation Behavior

The donations to Gondwana-Link across the different conditions are shown in [Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. These data were once again analyzed via a 2 (construal level) × 3 (time horizon) ANOVA. There was no significant main effect of construal level, *F*(1,250) = 0.14, *p* = 0.71, no significant main effect of time horizon, *F*(2,250) = 1.18, *p* = 0.31, and no significant interaction between the two variables. Although the main effect of time horizon was not statistically reliable, it merits comment that inspection of [Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} reveals a similar trend to that of behavioral intentions, whereby participants in the past condition tended to register lower donations than in the present and future conditions.

### Chocolate Choice

[Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the chocolate choice data for the different conditions. These data were subjected to a multinomial logistic regression analysis, with chocolate choice (no chocolate vs. non-Fairtrade vs. Fairtrade) as the outcome measure (with "Fairtrade" as the reference category) and construal level, time horizon, and the construal level × time horizon interaction as predictors. A test of the model against a constant only model was not statistically significant, indicating that the predictors as a set did not reliably distinguish between people who chose no chocolate, a non-Fairtrade chocolate, and a Fairtrade chocolate, χ^2^(10) = 9.26, *p* = 0.51. Accordingly, none of the variables reliably predicted chocolate choice (see [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the full table of results).

![Chocolate choice as a function of condition in Study 3. The broken horizontal lines represent the frequency of "No Choc" (black line), "Non-Fair" (gray line), and "Fair-Trade" (purple line) chocolate choices in the control condition.](fpsyg-10-00230-g006){#F6}

Discussion
----------

The purpose of this study was to test the correlational findings of Study 1 and 2 experimentally by manipulating both psychological distance and construal level. By manipulating the temporal closeness of climate change, and asking participants to evaluate the stimuli either abstractly or concretely, Study 3 tested the effects of both variables on pro-environmental behavior and measured the corresponding impact on psychological distance and construal level. We compared two hypotheses: (1) that the temporally closest condition (the "past" time horizon) would increase pro-environmental actions, and (2) that the abstract construal condition would be more effective than the concrete construal condition at increasing pro-environmental actions.

The temporal manipulations of psychological distance had an unclear effect on behavior. There was a general trend for engagement in pro-environmental behavior and charity donations to be lower in the past time horizon condition than in the present and future conditions. However, according to CLT, the closest condition should have been the past condition, where the temporal manipulation situated the worst effects of climate change at the date closest to the present (2015). Following this logic, the future should have been the most distant condition, situating the worst effects of climate change in the year 2085. However, the past condition did not lead to greater pro-environmental behavior than the future condition on any of the dependent variables. This finding is counter-intuitive, but it does partially replicate the findings of [@B53], who found positive responses for the spatially near, temporally distant condition in conservatives --- although political views were not a factor here. One possibility is that participants in the past condition did not perceive the final outcome (in the present year) to be as harmful as participants in the other two conditions because it represented the current reality. The videos did not clearly specify the amount of rainfall per year, and so participants may have used the current situation as a baseline.

The construal level manipulations (using the how/why method to induce a concrete vs. abstract mindset) also had no clear effect on pro-environmental behavior, which also means there was little support for the findings of Study 1 and 2. We predicted that the abstract condition would more effective than the concrete condition at increasing pro-environmental behavior. Yet the abstract construal manipulation had no more impact than concrete construal, and did not lead to more pro-environmental behavior than the control condition.

There are potential limitations of the study that merit comment. By combining construal and psychological distance manipulations, we were able to explore their compounded effect, but not their standalone impact on pro-environmental behavior. We expected the compounded effects to produce stronger results from manipulations. However, one possibility is that the combination of construal and distance conditions produced unexpected effects that we cannot disentangle without standalone manipulations against which to compare the results. Nevertheless, our findings support research suggesting that the strength of pre-existing views about climate change makes beliefs about this topic difficult to alter with different frames and mindset inductions ([@B7]; [@B53]). The role of psychological distance and time perspective as predictors of pro-environmental behavior suggest that these views tend to be stable and not easily shifted.

In summary, the manipulation of temporal distance led to similar trends in donation behavior and behavioral intentions, where present and past conditions tended to lead to higher action than future and control conditions. The choice of chocolate showed a trend in favor of CLT, where those in the concrete condition tended to choose fair-trade chocolates more often than those in the abstract condition.

General Discussion
==================

The aim of this paper was to systematically investigate the relationship between psychological distance and pro-environmental behavior, including the theorized link between construal level and psychological distance. The present study contributes to the literature by testing the theoretical basis for making climate change closer and more personally relevant, and by exploring the separate effects of construal level and psychological distance in the context of climate change on a range of different environmental behaviors. In three studies (two surveys and one experiment) we have demonstrated that, although there is evidence suggesting that psychological distance and construal level are linked to environmental behavior, this connection is complicated, and manipulating these variables does not necessarily lead to greater pro-environmental behavior.

Psychological closeness was a consistent predictor of pro-environmental behavior, explaining variance in individual-level behavior and policy support (Study 1, 2, 3). By contrast, measures of construal level --- environmental or general --- were less reliable predictors, suggesting that construal level may have limited use for predicting pro-environmental behaviors.

The research clarifies the role of CLT in the context of climate change action--the CLT proposition that concrete and abstract construals shape perceived psychological distance was not supported. We found evidence that both abstract *and* concrete construals explained variance in policy choice (Study 1, 2) and individual behavior and behavioral intentions (Study 1, 2, 3). This suggests that while psychological distance and construal level affect one another and are linked in other contexts, it is not necessarily the case in the context of climate change. One's perceived psychological distance from climate change appears unrelated to how abstractly one perceives climate change, a finding that complements other studies reporting that representations of climate change are complex and fluid, and at times simultaneously distant and proximal ([@B9]). The findings identify climate change as an area in which construal level and psychological distance may operate independently rather than interdependently.

Crucially, the inability to affect psychological distance and construal level through experimental manipulations (Study 3) suggests that these constructs are difficult to shift. For instance, there is some evidence to support the idea that construal level may be a stable psychological trait ([@B13]; [@B51]), although this does not explain the lack of correlation between construal level and environmental behavior in Studies 1 and 2.

A growing body of work has shown through multiple methods that it is hard to manipulate psychological distance and construal level to affect pro-environmental action ([@B8]; [@B34]; [@B53]). [@B9] have suggested that variations in individual beliefs, and the focal shifts that these cognitions prompt, can obscure messages designed to frame distance or construal in a particular way. Not only that, but focal shifts that occur as a result of framing manipulations are likely to be temporary and are therefore unlikely to produce lasting change in attitudes or behavior unless the wider context of climate communication changes.

The findings also have implications for the communication of climate change. In particular, the results indicate how to address a lack of public concern toward active engagement with climate change. First, addressing public skepticism about climate change may be more important when seeking support for environmental policies than in the context of individual behaviors and choices. It could be that communication about the imminent and future consequences and impacts of climate change is more effective than showing what has *already* happened (although considering the importance of time perspective, and related temporal discounting literature, the message may need to be more along the lines of "the future is closer than you think"). This is important, as much of climate change communication appears gridlocked on debates about how CO~2~ levels, sea ice, and so on have changed in the past ([@B41]). Such discussions not only focus attention away from the forthcoming consequences, they also play into an unnecessary debate about the reality of climate change and validity of climate science.

In light of the findings of the present study, it will be especially important to focus future research on the underlying features of psychological closeness. This study, and others, have found it difficult to shift these views experimentally ([@B7]; [@B34]; [@B9]; [@B53]), and more recent research has focused instead on pinning down the mechanisms underlying psychological distance ([@B66]). To know that psychological distance is a predictor of pro-environmental behavior is meaningless unless we understand what it entails, to understand how perceptions of closeness are described, and how they manifest, and ultimately, what it means to be psychologically close to climate change.
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